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Abstract 
Kemoto, N. and Y. Yajima, Orthocompactness and normality of products with a cardinal factor, 
Topology and its Applications 49 (1993) 141-148. 
Let K be a regular uncountable cardinal. In this paper, we introduce two new cardinal functions. 
Using the first one, we characterize metacompact spaces whose products with K are orthocompact. 
This deduces that the orthocompactness of such products imply their normality. The second one 
is a modification of tightness, and using it, we also characterize compact spaces whose products 
with K are normal. 
Keywords: Compact, paracompact, metacompact, orthocompact, normal, shrinking, orthocaliber, 
tightness. 
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Throughout this paper, all spaces are Hausdorff and K is a regular uncountable 
cardinal. When we consider K as a space, it consists of all ordinals less than K and 
has the usual order topology. 
Nogura [ 111 proved that a compact space X has tightness SK if and only if 
X x K+ is normal. In particular, by this, a compact space X has countable tightness 
if and only if X x w, is normal. Moreover, the normality of X x wr has been studied 
in [4]. 
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First, we introduce the cardinal function called o~hocaliber, which is similar to 
caliber, and prove that a metacompact space X has orthocaliber K if and only if 
X x K is orthocompact. As its application, we can deduce that, for a paracompact 
space X, the orthocompactness of X x K implies the normality of it. This implication 
seems to be unexpected, because it is usually opposite or equivalent in the product 
theory. Next, we introduce the cardinal function t+, which is a modification of 
tightness, and proved that a compact space X satisfies t’(X) g K if and only if 
X x K is normal. This is an extension of Nogura’s theorem. 
For a set S, the cardinality of S is denoted by ISI. For a space X and a subset Y 
of X, Int Y and Cl Y denote the interior and the closure of Y, respectively, in X. 
The cardinal functions x and t denote character and tightness, respectively. 
1. Orthocompactness of X X K 
Let X be a space. An open cover “V of X is interior-preserving if n ‘V’ is open 
in X for each Vc W: A space X is orthocompact if every open cover of X has an 
interior-preserving open refinement. 
Now, we introduce the first new cardinal function as follows: 
Definition A. We say that a space X has orthocaliber K if for each p E X and for 
each collection % of open neighborhoods of p with I%!( = K, there is some subcollec- 
tion 5’ of % such that j”y_/= K and p f Int(n V). 
Lemma 1.1. Let S be a stationary set in K. Zf X x S is orthocompact, then X has 
ortho~aliber K. 
Proof. Pick a p E X. Let 42 be a collection of open neighborhoods of p in X with 
/‘%I=K. we may assume that %={u,. . cy E S}. Let G, = U, x ([0, LY] n S) for each 
cy E S, and let ‘3 = {G, : (Y E S) u {(X\{ p}) x S}. Since 3 is an open cover of X x S, 
there is an interior-preserving open refinement 2 of 9. For each LY E S, take an open 
neighborhood W, of p, and f ( CY) < Q and a /3( LY ) E S such that W, x 
((f(~),~l~~Pfl WP, + GPcal, wheren~(p,cu)=nfHE~:(p,cx)EH).It 
follows from the Pressing Down Lemma that there are a stationary (in K) subset T 
of S and an (Ye E S such that f(a) < a0 and CQ < cr for each (Y E T. Since 1 TI = K and 
pi a! for each LY ES, { Upcal: EZ E T} is a subcollection of % with cardinality K. 
Take an open neighborhood V of p such that V x {a,,} = n %.( p. IQ). Since (p, ad E 
W, x ((f(a), a] n S) c n R(p, a) for each a: E T, it follows that 
Hence we have p f Vc Int(na.. upset). 0 
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Theorem 1.2. A metacompact space X has orthocaliber K if and only if X x K is 
orthocompact. 
Proof. The “if” part follows immediately from Lemma 1.1. We prove the “only if” 
part. Let $9 be an open cover of Xx K. Pick a p E X. For each cy E K, we take an 
open neighborhood U( p, a) of p and anf( p, a) < a such that U(p, a) x (f( p, a), a] 
is contained in some member of 9. It follows from the Pressing Down Lemma that 
there are a stationary set S(p) in K and an f(p) E K such that f( p, 0) =f(p) and 
(Y >f(p) for each LY E S(p). Since { U(p, a): a E S(p)} is a collection of K many 
open neighborhoods of p, there is some subset T(p) of S(p) such that 1 T( p)I = K 
and P E Wfl,, Tc pj U( p, a)). Since X is metacompact, there is a point-finite open 
cover{W(p):pEX}ofXsuchthat W(p)cInt((7U,Tc,,U(p,cy))foreachpEX. 
Pick a p E X, again. Let 
d/l = { W(p) x (“0 PI, aI: Q E T(P)). 
Then it is easy to check that J$, is an interior-preserving open cover of W(p) x 
(~\[0,f( p)]) and that each member of ti,, is contained in some member of 9. Since 
Cl W(p) x [0, f(p)] is metacompact, there is a point-finite open cover B,, of W(p) x 
[0, f(p)] such that each member of B,, is contained in some member of 9, Here, 
put Z= U {3$ u 93,: p E X}. Since { W(p): p E X} is point-finite in X, it is easy to 
verify that %? is an interior-preserving open refinement of 9. Therefore, Xx K is 
orthocompact. 0 
Corollary 1.3. Let X be a metacompact space. If ,y( p, X) < K for each p E X, then 
X x K is orthocompact. 
This follows easily from Theorem 1.2. 
Example 1.4. There is a paracompact space X0 such that X,x w, is orthocompact 
and x(X,) > w,. 
Let X, be the space [O, wJ with the topology defined as follows: each LY E w2 is 
an isolated point in X0 and {X,,\A: jA( c w, and w2E A} is a neighborhood base of 
the point w2. It is clear that X0 is a paracompact space with x( w2, X0) = x(X,) = w2. 
Let { U,: LY E w,} be a collection of w, many open neighborhood of w2 in X0. For 
each (YEW,, there is some A, c XC, such that lAal s wl, wzg A,, and X,\A, c U,. 
Then we have n,,,, U, =XO\Urrcw, A, and IU,,,, A,Is w,. This implies PE 
Int(naEwl U,). Since X0 has orthocaliber w,, it follows from Theorem 1.2 that 
X,, x w, is orthocompact. 
2. Orthocompactness of X X K implies its normality 
As well known, according to [5,14], a Tychonoff space X is paracompact (meta- 
compact) if and only if X x PX is normal (orthocompact). According to [lo, 121 a 
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normal space X is K-paracompact (K-metacompact) if X x 2” is normal (orthocom- 
pact). So, the normality of such products implies their orthocompactness. Moreover, 
if the product of an o~hocompact space and a metric space is normal, then it is 
o~hocompact (see 173). On the other hand, K x h (more generally, a rectangle A x B 
of K x A) is normal if and only if it is orthocompact (see [7, 131). Thus, in the 
product theory, the normality of some typical products implies their orthocompact- 
ness, or they are equivalent. In this sense, our Theorem 2.3 below seems to be 
unexpected. 
Lemma 2.1. If X is a paracompact space, Y is a normal space, and the projection 
7 : X x Y-+ X is closed, then X x Y is normal. 
This was actually proved in [8]. 
Lemma 2.2. If a space X has orthocaliber K, then the projection n-:X x K -+ X is a 
closed map. 
Proof. Pick a p E X. Take an open set G in X X K with rr-‘( p) c G. For each CY E K, 
let 
Each U, is an open neighborhood of p. Then % = { U,: cy E K} is a collection of open 
neighborhoods of p such that 1 %I = K, and U, =, U, if p < (Y. There is a subcollection 
“Irof % with /‘VI= K and p E Int (0 2r). Since rnt(n V) = Int(n,., U,), it follows 
that rr-‘(Int(n V))c G. This implies that QT is a closed map. Cl 
Theorem 1.2, Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 yield the following. 
Theorem 2.3. Let X be a paracompact space. If X x K is orthocompact, then it is normal. 
Corollary 2.4. Let X be a paracompact space. If X x K is orthocompact, then it is 
collectionwise normal and countably paracompact. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, the projection rr : X x K -+ X is a quasi-perfect map. It follows 
from Theorem 2.3 and f9, Theorem 3.41 that Xx K is normal and expandable. 
Hence this follows from Katetov’s theorem in 161. lJ 
Example 2.5. There is a compact space X0 such that X,x w1 is normal, but not 
orthocompact. 
Let X0 be the one-point compacti~cation of a discrete space with cardinality 0,. 
Since w, is countably compact and normal, it follows from [ 1, Theorem 3) that 
X0 x w, is normal. On the other hand, w, is not w,-metacompact. So it follows from 
[2, Theorem 3.11 that X,x w, is not orthocompact. 
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Remark 2.6. Let X0 be as in Example 2.5. Since t(XO) = o, it follows from [8, Lemma 
31 that the projection rr : X0 x to, + X0 is a closed map. So, the product X0 x co) gives 
a counterexample of [13, Lemma 3.21. 
A space X is shrinking if for every open cover {U,: CY E A} of X, there is an open 
cover {V,: a E A} of X such that Cl V, c U, for each (Y E A. It is well known that 
paracompact spaces are shrinking and shrinking spaces are normal. 
As a matter of fact, we can strengthen Theorem 2.3 as follows. 
Theorem 2.7. Let X be a paraco~p~ct space. If X x K is orthoco~~~ct, then it is 
shrinking. 
Proof. Let 9 be an open cover of X. Pick a p E X. For each CY E K, we take an open 
neighborhood U(p, a) of p, an f(p, a) ( a, and a G(p, cu) E 9 such that U(p, (Y) x 
(f(p, a), a] c G(p, a). It follows from the Pressing Down Lemma that there are a 
stationary set S(p) in K and an f(p) E K such that f(p, a) =f(p) < a for each 
(Y E S(p). By Theorem 1.2, X has o~hocaliber K. There is a subset T(p) of S(p) 
such that /T(p)/ = K and p E Int(nncT(p) U(p, LY)). Since X is paracompact, there 
is a locally finite open cover {V(p): p E X} of X such that Cl V(p) c: 
wnatT~p~ U( p, a)) for each p E X. Pick a p E X, again. Note that Cl V(p) x 
(f(p), a] c G( p, a) E 9 for each (Y E T(p). 
Claim. There is an open cover {H(p, G): GE +I} of V(p) x(~\[O,f(p)]) such that 
CIH(p,G)cGforeachG~% 
To see this, we define the equivalence relation - in if(p) as follows: for LY, /3 E 
T(p), say that LY -p iff G(p, cy) = G(p, j3). Let T(p)/- be the quotient of ‘t’(p) 
by -. If a E T(p)/-_, let G(a) = G(p, LY) for some (any) LY E u. 
In the case that there is some a, E T(p)/- such that a, is unbounded in K: Define 
H(P, G(4) = V(P) x (K\[O,f(P)]), and define H(p, G) =P) for each GE 
%\{G(a,)}. Then {H(p, G): GE ?I} is a desired one. 
In the case that each a E T(p)/-- is bounded in K: Since K is regular, we can 
inductively choose two sequences {a,: YE K} in T(p)/-- and {a,: YE K} in K such 
that LY, f a,\!J {a*: 6 E y} for each y E K. Then note that G(a,) f G(as) if y # S, 
and sup{a,,: y E K} = K. Define H(p, G(q)) = V(p) x (f(p), ay] for each y E K, and 
define H(p, G) =0 for each GE B\{G(a,): y E K}. It is easily checked that 
{H(p, G): GE %} is a desired one. Thus, Claim has been proved. 
Since Cl V(p) x [O, f( p)] is paracompact, there is an open cover { H’( p, G): G E 93’) 
of V(p) x [O,f(p)] such that Cl H’(p, G) c G for each GE 9. Define H(G) = 
U { H(p, G) u H’(p, G): p E X} for each GE le. Then {H(G): GE 9) is an open 
cover of X X K. Observe that {H( p, G) u H’(p, G): p E X} is locally finite in X x K. 
So it foliows that Cl H(G) c G for each G E 59 Thus, {H(G): G E ‘3) is a shrinking 
of% 0 
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3. Normality of X x K and generalized tightness 
Definition B. Let X be a space. For each p E X, we define 
t’( p, X) = min{@: for each A = X with p E Cl A, there is a B c A with 
IBl<B andpEClB), 
and define t’(X) = sup{t’(p, X): p E X}. For each p E X, we also define 
t:(p, X) = min{ 8: for each A c X with /A\ S K and p E Cl A, there is a 
B c A with (BI < 0 and p E Cl B}, 
and define f:(X) = sup{t:( p, X): p E X}. 
Proposition 3.1. For a space X, the following are true: 
(1) t(X) 6 t’(X) s t(X)‘, 
(2) t:(X) S t:(X) G t+(X) if h S K. 
Lemma 3.2. Let X be a compact space. If t:(X) s K, then t’(X) g K. 
Proof. Assume that t’(X) > K. There are a p E X and a subset A of X such that 
pEClA,andpEClBforeach BcAwith]_B]<K.Let 
T = min{[A’I: A’c A with p E Cl A’}. 
BY t:(P, x) s ‘G note that K < T. Take some A,c A with lAoI = T and p E Cl A,. By 
the minimality of r, we have t( p, X) 2 T> K. Since X is compact, it follows from 
Arhangel’skii’s theorem in [3] that there is a free sequence {x,: cx E K’} of length 
K+ in X. Then the subsequence {x a: (Y E K} is also a free sequence of length K in X. 
There is a complete accumulation point y of it. By t:(y, X) G K, we can take some 
p E K with y E Cl{x,: @ <p}. By the choice of y, we have y E Cl{x,: p G (Y <K}. 
However, Cl{x,: LY < p} and Cl{x,: p G LY <K} are disjoint. This is a contra- 
diction. El 
Lemma 3.3. Let X be a countably compact space. If X x K is normal, then t:(X) S K. 
Proof. Assume that t:(X) > K. There are a point p of X and a subset A of X such 
that IAl = K, p E Cl A, and p sf Cl B for each B c A with lB( < K. Let A = {x,: a E K}. 
Then p~Cl{x,: ~EK}, but pPICl{xp:P~ff} for each C~EK. Let M= 
Cl{(&, a): (Y E K} and N = {(p, a): a! E K}. Note that M and N are disjoint closed 
sets in X X K. In fact, for each LY E K, the open neighborhood (X\Cl{xp: p E cy + 1)) X 
[0, a] of (p, cu) is disjoint from M. Since Xx K is normal, there is some open set 
V in XXK such that Nc: VcCl V~XXK\M. For each CYEK, take an open 
neighborhood W, of p with W, x {a} c V. We can inductively choose a strictly 
increasingsequence{cu(i): iEw}in~suchthatx,,~+,)En~,~ W,(jt\Cl{x,:/3Sa(i)} 
for each i E w. By cf(K) > w, take 6 = sup{ a(i): i E w} E K. Since X is countably 
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compact, there is a cluster point y of {x,,i,: ie w} in X. It suffices to show that 
(y, S) E M n Cl V, which is a contradiction. Pick any open neighborhood U of y 
and any y < 6. We can take some k E w with y < a(k) < 6, and take some m E w 
with m > k and xalrnf ~U.Bycy(k)<a(m)<6,wehave(x,(,,,a(rn))~Ux(y,6]n 
M = @ On the other hand, we have 
(x+,, a(k)) E r~ x (K 61 n W+, x{a(k)}c Ux(y, 8]n V#@ 
These implies that (y, S) E M n Cl V. 0 
Lemma 3.4. If t+(X) S K, then the projection 7~ : X x K + X is a closed map. 
The proof can be obtained by the easy modification of that of [8, Lemma 31. 
Theorem 3.5. Let X be a compact space. Then X x K is normal if and only ift’(X) G K. 
The “if” part follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 3.4. The “only if” part follows from 
Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. 
Replacing K by K+ in Theorem 3.5, we get Nogura’s theorem [II] immediately. 
Corollary 3.6. Let X be a compact space. Then X x K+ is normal if and only if t(X) G K. 
Moreover, Lemma 3.3 yields 
Corollary 3.7. Let X be a countably compact space. If X X K+ is normal and t(X) S K+, 
then t(X) G K. 
Remark 3.8. In Corollary 3.7, we cannot omit the “t(X) S K+“. In fact, there is a 
countably compact space X,, such that X,x w, is normal and t(Xo) = w2 (see [4, 
Example 3.41). 
Proposition 3.9. If a space X has orthocaliber K, then t:(X) 6 K. 
Proof. Assuming the contrary, there are a point p of X and a subset {x,: cy E K} 
in X such that JJE Cl{x,: (Y E K} and pGCl{xB: p E a} for each (Y E K. Let 
U, = X\Cl{xp: /3 E (Y} for each (Y E K. Then each U, is an open neighborhood of p 
such that u, 1 u, if p < LY. By the assumption, we have p E 
WfIatrc U,) c X\Cl{x,: (Y E K}. This is a contradiction. Cl 
Lemma 1.1 and Proposition 3.9 yield 
Corollary 3.10. If X x K+ is orthocompact and t(X) s K+, then t(X) s K. 
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